Rain International is pleased to announce a new **exciting promotion** allowing you to earn commissions on new RP’s down through infinity. The two new bonuses are Infinity First Order Bonus (IFOB) and Infinity First Order Bonus Match (IFOBM). The Infinity First Order Bonus will allow you to be paid on the enrollment orders brought in by your personally sponsored people down through INFINITY. The IFOBM will pay you a match on any of your personally sponsored RPs earning an IFOB commission. These bonuses are paid weekly.

### Infinity First Order Bonus
IFOB will start paying you on the 2nd level of the sponsorship tree and continue to pay you down through infinity based on the people you are attached to in the Infinity Bonus. These people you are attached to switch each month based on Odd and Even months of the year. The first Monday of the each month is when the switch takes place.

**Here is how you earn IFOB during Odd calendar months: Odd Even Even (OEE)**
During the Odd months of the calendar year the Odd people on your front line of personally sponsored people are whom you are attached to for the bonus these months. Example 1, 3, 5, 7………..

Stemming from your personally sponsored Odds the system then looks at their personally sponsored people (your second level). On every even person they bring in during the month you will receive the IFOB.

Stemming from the evens of your second level, any new enrollments that are evens under them on your third level pay you the IFOB.

Stemming from the evens of your third level, any new enrollments that are evens under them on your forth level pay you the IFOB. This goes on to infinity so you can get bonuses after the people who are attached to you infinite levels deep.

**Recap: Odd months people are attached to you as follows.**
1st level = Personally sponsored odds
2nd level = IFOB is paid on every new even person stemming from the 1st level odds
3rd level = IFOB is paid on every new even person stemming from the 2nd level evens
4rd level = IFOB is paid on every new even person stemming from the 3rd level evens
5th level = IFOB is paid after every new even person stemming from the 4th level evens
This continues down to infinity
Here is how you earn IFOB during Even calendar months: Even Odd Odd (EOO)
During the Even months of the calendar year the Even people on your front line of personally sponsored people are whom you are attached to for the bonus these months. Example 2, 4, 6, 8........

Stemming from your personally sponsored evens the system then looks at their personally sponsored people (your second level). On every odd person they bring in during the month you will receive the IFOB.

Stemming from the odds of your second level, any new enrollments that are odds under them on your third level pay you the IFOB.

Stemming from the odds of your third level, any new enrollments that are evens under them on your forth level pay you the IFOB.

This goes on to infinity so you can get bonuses after the people who are attached to you infinite levels deep.

Recap: Even months people are attached to you as follows.
1st level = Personally sponsored evens
2nd level = IFOB is paid after every new odd person stemming from the 1st level evens
3rd level = IFOB is paid after every new odd person stemming from the 2nd level odds
4rd level = IFOB is paid after every new odd person stemming from the 3rd level odds
5th level = IFOB is paid after every new odd person stemming from the 4th level odds
This continues down to infinity

Infinity First Order Bonus Match (IFOBM)
When your personally sponsored RPs earn an IFOB you can qualify to receive an Infinity First Order Bonus Match (IFOBM) of 25% or 50% from it.

Qualification Requirements:
Infinity First Order Bonus (IFOB)
1. RP must have personally purchased a qualifying order of 50cv.
2. RP will receive the IFOB bonuses off of starter kits that are equal to or lesser then the highest starter kit they have purchased.
3. IFOB is calculated and paid weekly

Infinity First Order Bonus Match (IFOBM)
1. RP must have personally purchased a qualifying order of 50cv
2. RP is qualified for IFOBM at 25% off of their personally sponsored’s earned IFOB as long as they have two (2) active personally sponsored people.
3. RP is qualified for IFOBM at 50% off of their personally sponsored’s earned IFOB as long as they have six (6) active personally sponsored people.
4. RP will receive the IFOBm bonuses off of starter kits that are equal to or lesser then the highest starter kit they have purchased.
5. IFOBM is calculated and paid weekly
Infinity Bonus Kits & Earnings

To qualify for the IFOB, a RP must have personally purchased a qualifying product order of 50CV. RP will receive the IFOB bonuses off of product kits that are equal to or lesser than the highest product kit they have purchased. RP is qualified for IFOBM at 25% off of their personally sponsored’s earned IFOB as long as they have two (2) active personally sponsored people.

RP is qualified for IFOBM at 50% off of their personally sponsored’s earned IFOB as long as they have six (6) active personally sponsored people. RP will receive the IFOBM bonuses off of product kits that are equal to or lesser than the highest product kit they have purchased. IFOBM is calculated and paid weekly.